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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Overall it was an excellent
experience. They are a no pressure dealer and provided free car fax reports for all of their
vehicles. They have a great selection of vehicles at great prices. I would definitely recommend it
to everyone. Salesperson was amazing, car is in fabulous condition. Couldn't ask for a better
purchsse. Salesman Tim told me I was approved for a the car and I told him I would be there the
following day. I drove 2 hours only to be told the car was sold the day before. If you are looking
at a no frills no pressure place to buy a car give these guys a chance. They had plenty of of cars
between 4k and 10k and the purchase process was as easy as I can ever remember. Great
option if you want something different than the usual dealers in town. The problem is that Payne
has several Dealerships so you can never get a straight answer. No one seems to know what
vehicles are at what location. Garza promptly reached out to me and scheduled a visit. She
answered all my questions and stayed in touch with me up until I informed her of my decision to
select another vehicle. Great customer service. Gordon was a good salesman and was helpful
and not pushy. I got a pre approval before going in and suggest doing that because it was
helpful in the buying process. After repeated requests to stop sending annoying texts, I finally
had to tell them to remove me from customer list. For all I know, they might be a great
dealership, but their marketing model is rude at best and flat out invasive and annoying at
worst. I'm very dissatisfied with this dealer. They publish a price and it is only suppose to be the
cash price! They don't disclose that in the ads or their website and when I called them before
going there and told them that I was going to use financing, she didn't mention it either. Set up
an appointment to see a specific vehicle. The vehicle advertised was NOT there. Drove 2 hours
to see said vehicle. The dealer did not bother to call to cancel the appointment. Very
professional, courteous and helpful dealer. Felt he was very honest and forthright about
everything. Overall great car buying experience. They responded to my concerns right away and
unfortunately due to the distance of where the vehicle is, there's no way to have the vehicle
delivered from Boise, Idaho to Florida. They responded. They never answered my questions that
I had. I will not recommend this dealer to my friends. Rick was great to work with! Buying
process was made easy and deal was made quickly. Made a deal and was walking out with keys
in my hand in under an hour! Would definitely encourage friends and family to purchase their
next car here! Very friendly and helpful. Truck was better then stated condition. Paperwork was
done fast and my overall experience was fantastic. Would buy from this dealer again. This
dealership was extremely helpful with all my questions. They went above and beyond. There
was no pressure to buy the vehicle we were discussing. Unfortunately I did not buy a vehicle
from them due to circumstances non related to the dealership. They were great! They made the
process less stressful for us. Very quick, we were in and out within 2 hrs. Mike and Ashely were
both very helpful. He claims that their record did not reflect that and that it is going for the
stated original price. I also asked to confirm that there was a backup camera. He said no as
sometimes it puts up general information. I was put off as it made me thing what else is
incorrect. Sales person was polite but did not offer anything that made me want to buy the
truck. I spoke with the dealer rep. He was very friendly and informative. He discussed the
vehicle and it's condition. Because of the distance I was not able to view the vehicle. As far as
customer service, they answered all mt questions Recommend them. You can always judge the
health of the American economy by observing the full-size pickup truck market and the people
shopping for trucks. For example, suspension lifts, big tires, aftermarket exhaust systems, and
roaring V8 engines are increasingly common in my part of the country, signaling that people are
enjoying more expendable income and suffering less concern about gas prices. Ford is not
alone in offering this level of luxe in a pickup designed for both work and play. Every truck
builder makes an upscale version its full-size pickups, perhaps most successfully GMC with its
Denali lineup. Upgrades include SuperCab and SuperCrew cab styles, a longer cargo bed,
4-wheel drive 4WD , and a choice between two turbocharged V6 engines or a V8 engine.
Featuring standard inch aluminum wheels and satin-finish accents, the F Limited is a
great-looking truck that attracted lots of attention in my area of suburban Los Angeles. Inside,
caramel-colored Mojave leather and genuine eucalyptus wood decorate the interior, and in
combination with real aluminum trim accents, a black dashboard and carpets, and Mojave-piped
mats, this version of the F is decidedly luxurious. Towing capacity measures 11, pounds, the F
Limited can manage up to 1, pounds of payload, and the EPA says this truck should return 17
mpg combined. I got Matched to a 6-speed automatic transmission with manual shift control
and a Sport driving mode, the twin-turbo EcoBoost V6 is terrific, producing plenty of power and
emitting a throaty rumble under acceleration. Sitting on inch Pirelli Scorpion Zero tires, the F
Limited is proof that big, sticky tires can make anything handle admirably. Drivers may need to
acclimate to the somewhat heavy steering and sometimes sticky brakes. At first, each put a
frown on my face, but after a week behind the wheel, they felt natural to me. The brakes do an

admirable job of resisting fade, remaining stout even after miles of downhill abuse, while the
steering feels resolute on-center and proves responsive when bending the truck into a curve or
a corner. Plus, this truck is equipped with super-cool LED spotlights mounted to each side
mirror. Heated and ventilated front seats provide 10 ways of power adjustment and a standard
massage function. While it takes a few trips to remember to activate it each time the driver
starts the truck, this massaging feature will no doubt prove itself a huge selling point for dealers
seeking to separate truck buyers from 60, of their hard-earned dollars. Rear air-conditioning
vents contribute to comfort levels, and a 3-prong electrical outlet matches the one on the
dashboard. From its soft leather to its real wood and aluminum trim, this cabin is a work of art
compared to those of other pickup trucks, easily beating the GMC Denali at its own game.
Controls are logically laid out, easy to find and use, and the switchgear is of good quality.
Plentiful in-cabin storage includes a large glovebox and sizable center-console bin. A covered
media bin sits forward of the transmission shifter, and a slot to the right of the shifter is perfect
for holding smartphones. Door panels offer stacked bins and trays, and there is a tray atop the
dashboard. Even if passengers are along for the ride, there is storage room beneath the rear
seat. According to Ford, it responds to inputs faster, benefits from improved voice recognition,
and includes a capacitive touch display screen with swipe capability and integrated Siri
compatibility. Navigation is an option, complete with pinch-to-zoom capability, and Ford can
update the software via Wi-Fi in order to keep the technology up to date. Based on my
experience, Sync 3 is better than the system it replaces, bringing the F up to par with some
competitors. I had no trouble pairing my iPhone 6 or making voice-command calls, and the
graphics are terrific. But hell if I could determine how to get Apple CarPlay launched. It also
seems like a truck of this caliber deserves a better sound system than a speaker Sony stereo. In
addition to these new features, the F is available with several useful technological upgrades,
including a degree camera system, a remote tailgate release system, dynamic hitch assist, and
a number of safety-related features. Pair a device to the Sync Bluetooth connection, and if it is
aboard the vehicle during an accident in which the airbags deploy, the Assist feature will
automatically dial out to emergency responders in order to speed rescuers to your location.
Additionally, Ford offers the F with an adaptive cruise control system including forward
collision warning and brake support. Brake support is not the same thing as automatic
emergency braking. The latter will apply the brakes automatically to avoid a collision, while
brake support does not. Instead, brake support is designed to deliver maximum braking power
when the driver steps on the brake pedal in conjunction with a forward-collision warning alert. A
blind-spot warning system with rear cross-traffic alert is also available, as well as a
lane-keeping system that alerts the driver to unintended lane departure and can also prevent
lane departure. During my testing, the lane-keeping system emitted false warnings when roads
expanded from one to two lanes or contracted from two lanes to one. Additionally, when set to
its normal level of sensitivity, the forward-collision warning system also emitted occasional
false warnings. As far as crash-test ratings are concerned, the Ford F excels, especially now
that Ford has upgraded protection levels in the SuperCab and Regular cab models. For , the
federal government says the F provides a 5-star overall rating combined with a 4-star rollover
resistance rating for both 2WD and 4WD models. That previously stated Power reports that the
Chevrolet Silverado enjoys higher quality ratings than does the Ford. As far as Consumer
Reports is concerned, the F rates better than average for reliability. Deals are almost always
available on full-size trucks, and the F is no exception. Choose the right combination, and you
can save thousands of dollars off the sticker price. When it comes to the F Limited, though,
rebates and incentives are not quite as generous. Nevertheless, when it comes to full-size
pickups, the F Limited is my current favorite. Stacked up against most trucks, its value is
difficult to discern. Compared to a typical midsize sedan or SUV wearing a luxury badge,
however, it is easy to see how this pricey pickup is a relative bargain. It might not wear a
Lincoln nameplate Ford has obviously learned lessons after the Blackwood and Mark LT
debacles , but the F Limited is a genuine luxury vehicle in all but name. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Ford F
listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Ford Dealer. Image Not Available. Request

Information. It might not wear a Lincoln nameplate, but the Ford F Limited is a genuine luxury
vehicle in all but name. For , Ford makes two significant technological advances with the F Why
Use CarGurus? A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

